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he has also been the subject of the movie "virtual control" starring michael douglas and robert de niro which was written by robert rodriguez and directed by robert rodriguez. primo currently teaches in seminars and in his private one on one fortune traders program held in
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steven primo graduated from the university of california at santa barbara with a degree in english literature. he has been a professional trader for over 37 years and is the author of how i make money, how i make money, the truth about the market, the truth about the market, inc.,
the new market wizards, the truth about the market, and the truth about the market, inc. steven primo is a professional trader for 37 years. he has been the author of six books on trading the markets, including how i make money, how i make money, the truth about the market, the

truth about the market, inc., the new market wizards, and the truth about the market. primo has been featured on over 1000 radio and television shows and has appeared as a guest on the today show, good morning america, the dr. phil show, and cnn. our charges are only $0.99 per
trade. that's a huge savings off the trade charges of $5.00, $10.00 and $20.00 per trade offered by most of the other online brokers, making pts primo charts the most cost-effective tool available. with pts primo charts, you will not need to take the time to search for and analyze

economic data. pts will do that for you. pts primo charts only requires that you set your stop loss (trading order to exit the trade) and your take profit (trading order to enter the trade). just enter the stock symbols you want to trade, and pts primo charts will automatically do the rest.
you can have pts primo charts trade, on your behalf, as many stocks and currencies as you like, in real time, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. you can also use the market data to trade options. the price, time and open of each of the stocks and currencies that you trade will be posted
on your chart. pts primo charts will also post all the trades you make in real time to a newsletter that you can send to your friends, family, and even your broker. you can read up on the many historical and technical data we provide on our web site (www.ptsprimo.com). you can trade

stocks, currencies, and options as many times as you wish, in real time, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. pts primo charts will automatically do the rest. 5ec8ef588b
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